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ABSTRACT
Over the past four decades there have been numerous studies on hurricane evacuation.
Despite a voluminous collection of literature, few studies have offered insight on whether or not
evacuees make evacuation plans based on hurricane characteristics; specifically storm intensity,
forward speed, and forecast track direction. In this research, residents of Pensacola, Florida and
surrounding areas were surveyed and interviewed to understand the decision-making of residents
that occupy a hurricane prone area. A survey was created to analyze variables that influence the
decisions to stay or evacuate in the event of a hurricane making landfall. Participants were shown
five different hypothetical hurricane warning graphic scenarios varying in speed and intensity.
Respondents were asked if they chose to evacuate, their evacuation location, and to highlight the
route they would travel to get to their destination for each scenario. No specific variables
impeded evacuation. Pensacola residents evacuate in response to forecast tropical cyclone path
and, to a lesser extent, intensity, and this influences their evacuation route. With this
information, public officials may have a better understanding of how people perceive the threat
of an incoming hurricane and inform evacuees of safe, efficient routes and destinations for the
public to take in the event of an approaching storm.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Due to their size and intensity, tropical cyclones are known as the most destructive of all
atmospheric hazards. After adjusting for inflation, the 2004 and 2005 hurricane seasons produced
seven of the thirteen costliest storms to make landfall in the United States from 1900-2006
(Blake et al., 2007). While it has been debated that global warming has caused an increase in the
frequency and intensity of tropical cyclones, researchers have agreed that societal vulnerability
has greatly increased as higher land-falling frequency has intersected with increased coastal
population growth (Emanuel, 2005; Donnelly, 2007; Pielke, 2005; Webster, 2005, Pielke 2008,
Shepherd 2007).
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 41 million people live in coastal areas, stretching
from Maine to Texas. Rapid population growth and development along the coast has outpaced
transportation infrastructure. Improving the ability of the public to quickly, smartly, and
accurately respond to the threat of an incoming tropical cyclone is a growing concern among
government officials and tropical cyclone researchers (Dow and Cutter, 2002; Lindell et al.,
2005).
Tropical cyclones cause many behavioral responses among the public, but evacuation has
the broadest and most influential consequences. Common responses with evacuation include:
failure to evacuate, failing to evacuate in a timely manner, and unnecessary evacuation.
Unnecessary evacuation can cause severe traffic congestion on evacuation routes and lifethreatening situations (Dash and Gladwin, 2007). Spatial and temporal research on these
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problems can assist forecasters and emergency managers in understanding how the public will
respond to tropical cyclone warnings in the future (Dash and Gladwin, 2007).
Tropical cyclones are tracked days before they make landfall by forecasters to reduce risk
to the public. Technological advances in forecasting since the 1950s have provided emergency
managers with more accurate forecasts translating into greater evacuation lead times. Media
outlets such as local news sources, the Weather Channel, and CNN keep the public informed by
broadcasting the track and characteristics of the potential storm. It is then the public‟s
responsibility to analyze warnings and make an educated decision on whether to stay or evacuate
(Broad, 2007). Despite alerts from media and emergency officials, some residents form their own
decisions about evacuation (Sherman-Morris et al., 2011). With multiple modes of modern
technology available, people are using several sources of information to make their own personal
evacuation decisions (Piotrowski, 1998; Lindell et al., 2005; Sherman-Morris et al., 2011).
Coastal residents go through a complex process when making their tropical cyclone
evacuation plans. Evacuation can be time consuming, frustrating, and costly. Multiple studies
have focused on who evacuates and the reasons why people do not evacuate (Baker, 1979; 1991;
1995; 2000; Dash and Morrow, 2001; Dow and Cutter, 2002; Urbina and Wolshon, 2003;
Lindell et al., 2001; Lindell et al., 2005; Peacock, 2005; Senkbeil et al., 2009; Petrolia et al.,
2010).There is a lack of evacuation behavior research that integrates qualitative and quantitative
analysis to predict evacuation rates and routes used. Transportation engineers have the ability to
model evacuation clearance times if they have a firm understanding of the number of people who
will evacuate from each location, when they will leave, and where they will go (Dash and
Gladwin, 2007). In previous evacuation behavioral research, the use of warning graphics to
generate evacuee response has rarely been used. Economists from Mississippi State University
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used a series of hypothetical NOAA forecasts to determine underlying differences between
evacuees and non-evacuees along the Gulf Coast (Petrolia et al., 2010). While studies have been
conducted on evacuation behavior, more research on this subject can make it possible for
forecasters and emergency managers to enhance tropical cyclone evacuation warnings on both a
personal and mass level.
Research on various historical disasters has provided insight on how people respond to
the threat of environmental hazards (Barton, 1969; Drabek, 1986; Fritz, 1961; Janis and Mann,
1977; Lindell and Perry, 1992; Mileti et al., 1975; Mileti and Peek, 2001; Mileti and Sorensen,
1987; Perry et al., 1981; Tierney et al., 2001). Many of these studies have contributed to the
Protective Action Decision Model (PADM) (Lindell and Perry, 2004). The PADM attempts to
explain how people may respond after they have received a hazard warning while also including
steps they take to protect themselves. The four steps within the model include risk identification,
risk assessment, protective action research, and protective action implementation (Lindell and
Perry, 2004). An example of the PADM is provided below (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Lindell and Perry (2004) protective action decision model.
After considering a tropical cyclone‟s track, intensity, and forward speed, residents must
consider the risk at their current location and the hazards associated with it. Hazards associated
with hurricanes include storm surge, flooding from heavy rain, high winds, and tornadoes. All
can vary in intensity depending on the strength of the hurricane and distance from the eye.
Coastal residents should be aware of their vulnerability to these hazards and decide whether or
not they should evacuate when a hurricane becomes an imminent threat to them. With the influx
of coastal residents over the last 25 years, some possess better hazard awareness than others.
With the use of warning graphics and road maps used in this thesis, it is possible for researchers
to understand the mentality of residents living in a hurricane prone area. By understanding this
public mindset, government officials can have a better idea of how the public decides whether or
not they will evacuate. For those that do evacuate, officials will have a better idea of where they
will travel, why, and which route they will take to get there.
4

This thesis is different in that its specific focus is to analyze evacuation behavior as a
function of storm intensity and storm track using spatial and temporal methods. The results may
give insight to emergency management officials when making forecasts. A case study of
Pensacola, Florida and surrounding communities was conducted using face-to-face surveys. The
survey consisted of a short questionnaire, five different warning graphics, and road maps to
determine how people are making personal evacuation decisions and how different tropical
cyclone scenarios influence evacuation. The specific objectives of this thesis include:
I.

What social variables influence personal evacuation decisions of Pensacola,
Florida residents?

II.

Do forecasted storm specific factors, specifically storm track and forward
speed, influence tropical cyclone evacuation route selection?

III.

What evacuation routes out of the greater Pensacola, Florida area are most
preferred by residents?

IV.

Would an alternative hurricane warning graphic with more forecast
information be preferred by the public over the current National Hurricane
Center warning graphic that is currently used?

This thesis will be organized into the following four chapters: Chapter 2: Literature
Review, Chapter 3: Methods, Chapter 4: Results, and Chapter 5: Conclusions. The literature
review provides an overview of past research conducted on tropical cyclone warning
communication, hazards, personal risk and vulnerability, as well as evacuation decision-making.
The methods section includes a discussion of preliminary work, how the research was conducted,
and the qualitative and quantitative methods used to analyze the data. The purpose of chapter 4 is
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to summarize and discuss the results of the analyzed data. Finally, the last chapter is used to
review results, discuss the limitations of the research, and provide concluding comments.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1 Warning Communication and Interpretation
In the past, tropical cyclones have been responsible for a high number of fatalities. In
fact, the top ten deadliest tropical cyclones, with the exception of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, all
occurred before 1960 and killed an estimated sixteen thousand people (Blake et al., 2007). Poor
warnings were administered to the public about incoming tropical cyclones because weather
experts had weak technology and understanding of how tropical cyclones functioned. As a result,
vulnerable populations had very little warning on the location and intensity of a land falling
storm. As technology has improved and forecasting has advanced, monitoring capabilities and
lead times for tropical cyclone forecasts have increased and become more accurate (National
Hurricane Center 2014).

2.1.1 Watches and Warnings
Due to advances in technology and forecasting models, the public can be warned days in
advance of an incoming storm and increase evacuation lead time. Tropical cyclone watches and
warnings are issued by the National Hurricane Center (NHC). Forecasters inform the public
about where a storm has the potential to make landfall, but through the use of maps forecasters
also prevent the public from placing undue confidence on a specific landfall location (Baker,
1995). A tropical cyclone watch is issued forty-eight hours before a tropical cyclone could
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possibly make landfall in an area and a tropical cyclone warning is issued thirty-six hours before
a tropical cyclone is expected to make landfall in an area (National Hurricane Center 2014).
When a watch is issued, it usually spans 400 miles of coastline and is refined as the storm makes
its way closer to shore. By the time the storm makes landfall, the damage swath is typically only
about a fourth (100 miles) of the original warned area (AMS Council, 2000). Watches and
warnings are disseminated to the public through multiple sources including governmental
officials, television, radio, newspapers, and the Internet.

2.1.2 Saffir-Simpson Scale
Tropical cyclones in the United States are currently rated by the Saffir-Simpson scale, a
five-point scale categorized by wind speed (Sparks, 2003). The Saffir-Simpson scale was created
in the 1970s after the devastating impact of Hurricane Camille in 1969. Its purpose is to allow
the public to interpret tropical cyclone activity and facilitate decision making (Simpson, 1974).
Originally, the scale was based on two variables, wind speed and storm surge; however, storm
surge was removed from the scale in 2009 due to localized variations in forecasted versus
observed surge (NOAA, 2012).
The public generally understands the Saffir-Simpson scale but the scale fails to indicate
the risks associated with a specific tropical cyclone (Senkbeil and Sheridan, 2006; Morss et al.,
2010). Factors such as size and forward speed can cause different tropical cyclone hazards, even
from storms classified within the same Saffir-Simpson category. Varying forward speeds can
affect the amount of storm surge and rainfall in an area and the size of the storm affects the
damage swath on land. For example, Hurricane Charley, a category 4 storm, caused less
8

economic damage in south Florida than Hurricane Katrina, a category 3 storm, which made
landfall along the northern Gulf Coast. This is because each storm varied in not only wind speed
but also forward speed and size. Hurricane Charley was small and fast, which caused it to affect
a smaller area and produce a smaller volume of storm surge. Hurricane Katrina was large and
slow, and while its wind speeds were lower at landfall, its damage swath was much larger and
produced greater volume of storm surge, which caused vast destruction along the Mississippi
coast and widespread flooding in New Orleans, LA. Senkbeil and Sheridan, 2006 and Senkbeil et
al.; 2011 discuss many different types of tropical cyclones that can impact an area.

2.1.3 Warning Dissemination
In earlier decades, specifically before the 1990s, the most effective way of
communicating warnings to potentially vulnerable populations was by government officials
going door-to-door to relay evacuation advisories in specific locations (Baker, 1991). As
technology has grown and multiple sources of information have become available, so has the
way the public seeks out and considers information. Studies have shown that as reliance on
official government statements and orders decrease, more people are relying on television and
the Internet for tropical cyclone information (Wilmot and Mei, 2004; Lee et al., 2009; ShermanMorris et al., 2011).
In 1998, when the Internet was relatively new in most households, local television and
radio were the most common forms of media the public used, followed by cable television news
stations such as The Weather Channel and CNN. Television was cited as a common source of
information because of the public‟s fondness for “visual imagery and dramatic impact”
9

(Piotrowski and Armstrong, 1998; Prater et al., 2000). In 2005, a study found that local media
was still more popular than cable networks when it came to people seeking out forecast
information. However, people who lived closer to the ocean, lakes, or rivers were more likely to
seek out information from multiple sources than those in lower-risk areas, relying more heavily
on local authorities for evacuation information than those living farther inland (Wilmot and Mei,
2004; Zhang et al., 2004; Lindell et al., 2005). This could be because households in high-risk
areas are more apt to receive personal attention from the authorities (Baker, 1991).
As Internet access has become more common in households and on personal devices,
people check multiple sources and forecast updates more than in the past (Zhang et al., 2007).
Another study found that when an area is put under a tropical cyclone watch or warning (3-5
days before potential tropical cyclone landfall), more users in that area turned to the Internet for
weather information (Sherman-Morris et al., 2011). This result supports the idea that people are
using the Internet as a secondary source for weather information once their area was shown to be
under a tropical cyclone‟s potential influence in 3-5 days.

2.1.4 Cone of Uncertainty
When television networks, websites, and newspapers visualize the forecasted track of a
potential storm, the Cone of Uncertainty (COU) is used. The COU, originally created by the
NHC, consists of the forecasted track line, a white cone that shows the 10 year averaged forecast
error, and different colors to indicate tropical cyclone watch and warning areas on shore. The
intended purpose of the COU is to display what areas could be potentially impacted by a tropical
cyclone so that residents can make timely and responsible decisions about evacuation (Broad et
10

al., 2007). Some media outlets have the choice to modify the original COU warning graphic
issued by the NHC to their station preferences. Some television stations will remove the track
line to better visualize uncertainty about which area will be directly affected. The COU has been
found to be only one piece of information resident‟s use when making their evacuation decisions,
but it is relied upon heavily by the public (Broad et al., 2007).
Tropical cyclone graphics are in need of improvement on the presentation of forecasting
and hazards (Radford et al., 2013). The only future storm characteristics the COU shows is
where the eye of the tropical cyclone will travel. It does not include information about storm
size, intensity, or swath of potential damage (Broad et al., 2007; Senkbeil and Sheridan, 2006).
There have been issues with the public relying too much on the forecasted line and the NHC
received a lot of negative attention in 2004 because of this. A survey was created to test out
preferences of alternate graphics but the COU was favored more than the others because of its‟
familiarity. It was concluded that the COU is a good indicator of a storms forecast and a useful
tool for evacuation decisions if it is read properly but few people will make the effort to find out
what all parts of the graphic represents (Broad et al., 2007). Another study suggests using a
graphic similar to the graphic used by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Figure 2) to
portray hurricane characteristics. The Australian warning graphic incorporates storm size using
wind radii, intensity, and the uncertainty of the track. A sample of the improved American
graphic, Figure 3, is provided below (Senkbeil et al., 2011, Radford et al., 2013).
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Figure 2: A sample tropical cyclone warning graphic from the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology.

Figure 3: Hypothetical warning graphic for the United States based on the Australian
Warning Graphic (Senkbeil et al., 2011).
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2.2 Tropical Cyclone Hazards
Research has shown a decline in tropical cyclones related deaths since the 1930s
(Rappaport, 2000; Sadowski and Sutter, 2005; Blake et al., 2007; Lazo et al., 2010) with the
exception of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The decline in deaths has been attributed to better
forecasting and evacuation lead times (Rappaport, 2000; Willoughby et al., 2007) but
unfortunately they still occur, both in coastal and inland counties. Tropical cyclone deaths are a
result of storm frequency, hazard characteristics, and many social factors including population
density, land use, tropical cyclone preparedness on local and regional levels, past storm
experience, communication, and forecast inaccuracy (Rappaport, 2000).
Keim et al. (2007) combined time, geography, and storm intensity data to determine
tropical cyclone landfall return intervals. Their results showed an increase in frequency for the
North Carolina outer banks, the northern central Gulf Coast, and the central coasts of the Florida
peninsula. More specific to the study area of this research, the city of Pensacola, Florida has a 6year return rate for tropical cyclones and a 21-year return rate for major tropical cyclones
(category 3 or above). Also, due to the shallow sloping continental shelf at the northern portion
of the Gulf of Mexico and more favorable wind shear in the southeast, the southern Gulf of
Mexico states are some of the most vulnerable areas to tropical cyclone related hazards,
especially storm surge and tropical cyclone spawned tornadoes (McCaul, 1991; Irish et al.,
2008).
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2.2.1 Storm Surge
Before 1970, over 90% of tropical cyclone fatalities were due to storm surge in coastal
areas (AMS, 1973). Storm surge is an onshore surge of water resulting mostly from tropical
cyclone force winds and the surface pressure gradient at the center of the storm. The bathymetry
of the sea bottom near the shore and shape of the coastline affects the amount of surge that will
come ashore (Senkbeil et al., 2011). Greater surge can occur along curved coastlines and with
ocean floors consisting of a gradually increasing slope. The amount of storm surge in an area is
the result of tropical cyclone characteristics including size, intensity, and forward speed. Irish et
al. (2008) found that storm size plays a major role in surge generation, especially for intense
storms making landfall along coastal areas with mildly sloping bathymetric regions. They found
that for a given intensity, surge varies by as much as 30% over a range of storm sizes. Generally,
bigger storms at a certain category will produce more surge than a smaller storm at that same
category. Another study conducted by Rego and Li (2009) looked at how forward speed affects
surge. Using the Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) they found that as a storm‟s
forward speed increases, so does its peak surge heights.

2.2.2 Inland Flooding
As a tropical cyclone moves inland and begins to lose its initial structure and intensity it
can still disperse excessive amounts of rainfall as it dissipates, causing freshwater flooding
across inland counties. Meteorological and hydrological factors including storm speed, size of
the precipitation field, interactions with other weather features, and soil moisture can all affect
the amount of freshwater flooding associated with a storm (Rappaport, 2000). In a study
14

conducted by Czajkowski et al. (2011), it was found that a one inch increase of rainfall can
increase total fatalities by 28%. By using GIS, tropical cyclone fatality records, and historical
tropical cyclone track data, they also found most inland fatalities occurred in counties that were
not directly affected by the path of the storm. An estimated 80% of direct deaths from tropical
cyclones have occurred outside of land-falling counties, with most of them being the result of
inland/freshwater flooding (Czajkowski and Kennedy, 2010). It is thought that fatality rates are
higher in inland counties because after a tropical cyclone makes landfall, attention from the
media and the public is shifted to more current events (Rappaport, 2000). Not as much attention
from forecasters and authority figures is given to counties outside of the direct path of the storm
(Czajkowski et al., 2000).

2.3 Risk Perception
Studies have been conducted to assess the accuracy of public perception of hazards in
tropical cyclone vulnerable areas. A study was done in Florida to evaluate risk perception of high
wind speeds identified by state policy makers and planners. It was found that individual
households had a good understanding of wind hazards. Proximity to high wind threats was a
leading factor in determining personal risk compared to other factors such as knowledge of
tropical cyclone threats, past tropical cyclone experience, socio-economic and demographic
characteristics (Peacock, 2005). Another study in Louisiana was conducted to determine which
meteorological hazards personally motivated people to evacuate. It was found that storm surge
was the leading meteorological hazard that caused an individual to evacuate, followed by storm
size, wind, rain, and tornadoes. When the data was broken down by location, it was found that
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Louisiana residents have a good understanding of the spatial aspects of tropical cyclone hazards.
Areas close to the coast identified storm surge as the main reason why they evacuated and areas
more inland cited high winds as their biggest concern (Brommer and Senkbeil, 2010).
It has been found that experienced tropical cyclone populations depend more on
individual preferences when it comes to assessing risk. In a four year study that took place in
northern Australia, it was found that experience attributed to more active planning on a
household level (Anderson-Berry 2003). A study conducted in South Carolina found that
residents considered many different sources of information when making the decision to
evacuate. The most important were storm intensity and landfall location followed by their past
experiences and understanding of tropical cyclone risks. Residents only partially relied on
official evacuation orders, making mandatory orders less important than in the past (Dow and
Cutter, 1998; 2002). Even though storm intensity is the leading factor in hurricane evacuation
decision-making, it has been found that most people do not understand that damage produced by
a hurricane does not always increase as storm intensity increases. It was suggested that if the
public becomes more educated in the nonlinear relationship between storm intensity and storm
damage, it may increase compliance with future evacuation orders (Stewart et al., 2011).
Relationships between personal experience and tropical cyclone evacuation have (Riad et
al., 1999; Anderson-Berry, 2003) and have not (Baker, 1991; Dow and Cutter, 1998; Lindell et
al., 2005) shown a decreasing trend with more experience. This results in different explanations,
mostly because experience can be measured in different ways. It is rare for two tropical cyclones
to impact the same location with the same hazards. Experience tends to decrease the probability
of evacuation because “tropical cyclone sages” believe that they can go through a tropical
cyclone without issues if they have been in a previous one without problems (Quarantelli, 1980).
16

Baker (1991) states that people who fail to evacuate and experience a weak storm or experienced
only the fringes of a major storm go through a “false experience.” The idea behind the “false
experience” concept is that people think they went through an intense storm when they were
actually only on the outskirts and avoided any major damage. As a result, those people may not
take warnings seriously the next time an intense storm threatens. On the other hand, there are
people who have experienced the wrath of a storm, and are aware of the potential danger (Baker,
1991). Populations that have experienced a direct hit from a tropical cyclone may respond more
readily to warnings and that experience can be attributed to more active planning for tropical
cyclones at a household level. Combined, it can be argued that direct, personal tropical cyclone
experience can change behavior and reduce personal levels of loss (Anderson-Berry, 2003). Past
near-miss events (where a hazard has missed them by luck or chance) can play a role in personal
risk assessment, usually causing a person to become more complacent about future events since
they feel they escaped any real damage the last time they were warned (Dillon et al., 2011).
Residents in high risk areas fail to evacuate not because they are worried about evacuation
impediments such as traffic congestion and looting but because they are confident in the location
and structural safety of their homes (Aguirre, 1991; Wilmot and Mei, 2004; Lindell et al., 2005).

2.4 Evacuation
2.4.1 Evacuation Logistics
Much previous research has been concentrated upon specific hurricane logistics, which
are the activities and associated resources needed to reach a safe location. It has been found that
most households left on the day of the official evacuation order or the day after. Of those who
17

left on the day the official warning was announced, a significant amount of evacuees did so
before government officials issued a warning (Baker, 2000; Lindell et al., 2005, Lindell et al.,
2011). The majority of evacuees take their own vehicle and individual households will generally
take more than one car (Perry, 1981; Baker, 2000; Dow and Cutter, 2002; Lindell et al., 2011). In
2008 it was found that the average number of vehicles per household (vph) was 1.5 (Siebeneck
and Cova, 2008). The average evacuation distance was around 300 miles (Whitehead, 2003;
Siebeneck and Cova, 2008). There are differences in average travel distance on a storm by storm
basis. Storm size and intensity, the population density of the forecasted landfall area, and the
proximity of safe places to stay can affect how far evacuees will travel (Lindell et al., 2011).
Evacuees tend to favor staying in the homes of friends and relatives or hotels rather than in
public shelters. Lindell et al. (2011) surveyed evacuees of Hurricane Lili and found that only 3%
stayed in a public shelter. The average cost for evacuation for evacuees that stayed with friends
or family ranged from $100-200 compared to $300-400 for those evacuees who chose to stay in a
hotel (Whitehead, 2003; Lindell et al., 2011).

2.4.2 Factors Significantly Influencing Evacuation
Tropical cyclone watches and warnings are not enough to motivate most people to leave.
Recommendations from authority figures, specifically going door-to-door, help promote
evacuation response for residents in high-risk areas (Baker, 1991; 1995). Studies have shown
that preseason hurricane forecast information has little impact on the population and the best way
to relay information about hurricane hazards, warnings, and evacuation routes is to provide
information as a hurricane approaches (Zhang et al., 2004; Wolshon et al., 2005; Lindell and
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Prater, 2007; Lindell et al., 2011). Weather forecasters and broadcasters assist government
officials in the warning process by disseminating information to the public (Morss et al., 2010).
Hearing warning advice from family members, neighbors, and friends will cause people to
evacuate more often than warning information from the media alone (Gladwin et al., 1997). This
can lead to a conformity effect. The conformity effect occurs when residents decide to evacuate
because they see their neighbors leaving and local business closings. The opposite can also be
applied; a household will stay because their neighbors are staying and businesses remain open
(Baker, 1991).
It has been shown that people who feel vulnerable are more likely to comply with
evacuation orders (Aguirre, 1991; Perry, 1994). A regional analysis of evacuees in Louisiana
found that the most common reason for evacuating was due to storm related hazards. Areas
closer to the Gulf Coast were more concerned with storm surge and flooding and areas farther
inland were more concerned about wind hazards (Brommer and Senkbeil, 2010). Environmental
cues and the category of an incoming storm have been found to be a good indicator of whether
people will stay or go (Baker, 1991; Lindell et al., 2005; Petrolia et al., 2010). Areas vulnerable
to tropical cyclones can be divided into two categories, high and low risk areas. Examples of
high risk areas are barrier islands and low lying land areas near bodies of water. Lower risk areas
are generally found on protected land away from water and over 15-20 feet in elevation.
Residents who live in high risk areas are always more likely to evacuate (Dow and Cutter, 1998).
It has been found that with greater storm intensity more people will evacuate from medium to
low-risk areas (Baker, 1991). Heavy evacuation from lower-risk areas can cause a phenomenon
known as “shadow evacuation.” This occurs when people from low-risk areas respond to a
massive evacuation from adjacent high risk areas. It is estimated that 20-40% of people on the
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road during evacuation are residents who live in low risk areas. This makes roads more
congested for residents evacuating from high risk areas (Baker, 1991).
A coastal population‟s confidence in the location and structure of their homes is more
significant than evacuation impediments in deciding to evacuate (Aguirre, 1991; Wilmot and
Mei, 2004; Lindell et al., 2005). Research in Florida after the 2004 hurricane season found that
the strength of the hurricane and the vulnerability of housing units had the greatest impact on an
individual‟s evacuation behavior (Smith et al., 2009). Residents who choose to leave will
relocate to wherever they feel is safest. In a survey performed when Hurricane Diana made
landfall on the North Carolina coast in 1984, 60% of the residents who evacuated said they left
because of the intensity of the storm and 55% indicated that they left because they felt the storm
could or would strike their area. Most of the people who failed to evacuate said they did so
because they felt safe at their current location. Those results are common in evacuation research,
but the challenging part is to determine why some people feel safe and others do not (Baker,
1991). Most people who evacuate find temporary shelters in the homes of relatives, neighbors,
and friends and only stay for a short period (Quarantelli, 1982; Drabek, 1986; Aguirre, 1991).
Experienced residents are more likely to not evacuate than new-comers because they are
more informed on the characteristics of the hurricane and hazard thresholds in the area (Dow and
Cutter, 1998). If a population has recently experienced a major hurricane, the experienced
population is more likely to evacuate (Baker, 1991; Lee et al., 2009). In a survey, it was found
that more than half of the Hurricane Rita (2005) evacuee respondents said that Hurricane Katrina
(2005) had an impact on their decision to evacuate (Zhang et al., 2007). There has been concern
about over warning or “crying wolf” (issuing a mandatory evacuation that turned out to be
unnecessary). It has been proven that as long as evacuees understand the reasons for an
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evacuation order, it is not common for evacuation rates to be reduced for future events (Baker,
1991; Dow and Cutter, 1998; Sorenson and Mileti, 1998). For example, in 1953 Hurricane
Florence made landfall west of Panama City, FL. An evacuation had been issued for the area, but
when evacuees were asked whether or not they would leave in the future, most responded yes
(Killian, 1954; Baker 1991).

2.4.3 Other Evacuation Influences
As discussed in the risk perception section, personal experience can play a role in
evacuation. Long term residents are not always correct at judging tropical cyclone dangers. They
can go through a false experience, also known as an “experience-adjustment paradox” (Windham
et al., 1997). As defined earlier, a false-experience occurs when a resident believes they went
through a certain category storm but they were located in an area where they experienced a
weaker part of the storm (Leik, 1981). This becomes an issue when a second tropical cyclone
makes landfall in a similar area, and the resident who suffered the false experience becomes
complacent (Baker, 1991; Dow and Cutter, 1998; 2002; Dash and Gladwin, 2007). False
experiences are not a significant impediment in evacuation. For example, 97% of Pensacola and
Pensacola Beach evacuated for Hurricane Frederic in 1979 even though they had not experienced
any recent major hurricanes. Residents, however, did go through false experiences with
Hurricane Camille in 1969 and Hurricane Eloise in 1973 (Baker, 1991).
It is difficult to tie demographics to evacuation decision making, but several studies have
attempted different methods to produce significant results. It has been found that households
with young children are more likely to evacuate (Sorenson, 2000; Dash and Gladwin, 2007).
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Socio-demographic variables such as household size, gender, age, and marital status are not good
predictors of evacuation behavior (Aguirre, 1991; Quarantelli, 1992). In an analytical study,
Dash and Gladwin (2007) used quantitative analysis to predict factors that promote evacuation.
They found three significant predictors of evacuation using a regression model: 1) being in an
evacuation zone, 2) small households with elderly people (decreasing evacuation) or children
(increasing evacuation), and 3) living in a single family dwelling.
It has been documented that residents find it very stressful to leave. They would have to
decide what to pack or leave behind, arrange for a place to stay, fight potential traffic, and deal
with discomfort if they went to a public shelter (Baker, 1979). Households in mandatory
evacuation zones will fail to evacuate due to personal concerns such as property damage, looters,
job obligations, and pets (Dow and Cutter 1998; Baker, 2000; Edmonds and Cutter, 2008). Also,
people who decide not to evacuate often justify their decision by citing that they feel safe in their
homes (Aguirre, 1991; Dow and Cutter, 1998; Baker, 2000).
Households that fail to establish an evacuation plan in advance contribute to being
unprepared and wary about what evacuation decisions to make (Dash and Gladwin, 2007;
Petrolia et al., 2010). A major issue in being unprepared for tropical cyclones is that a large
sample of the public does not know their proximity to hurricane risk areas and they are unable to
read hazard related maps. A study examined Texas coastal resident‟s ability to accurately locate
their residences on hurricane risk area maps. Only 36% of the residents were able to correctly
identify their risk area. There was a minimal correlation with demographics and a negative
correlation with respondents with residents who had hurricane and evacuation experience
(Arlikatti et al., 2006). A second study conducted in New York City found that the majority of
adults who have not completed high school failed to both identify if they lived in a hurricane
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evacuation zone and also to locate the nearest evacuation center (Zarcadoolas et al., 2007). To be
better prepared for incoming storms, the public must be able to identify their proximity to
tropical cyclone related hazards.

2.4.4 Evacuation Routes and Traffic
No significant results have been found but traffic congestion could lead to future
evacuation complacency (Baker, 1991; Dow and Cutter, 2002; Zhang et al., 2007). A study on
traffic return delays was conducted in the Florida Keys and it was found that those who
experienced return delays were less likely to be adversely affected than those who only knew of
the delays through media reports (Dash and Morrow, 2000). Traffic congestion is assumed to be
a major evacuation impediment but studies have found otherwise. Zhang et al. (2007) found that
Hurricane Rita evacuees, who had to deal with major traffic congestion and minimal storm
damage upon return, did not regret evacuating. Instead, most said that next time they would be
better prepared and evacuate earlier. This also indicates that “false experiences” are not an issue
for the majority of evacuees.
A way to reduce evacuation times and congestion is for evacuees to detour from
designated evacuation routes and take secondary routes to reach their destination. It has been
found that drivers will be motivated to use an alternative route when there are longer than
expected delays on their intended route (Robinson and Khattak, 2010). The evacuation for
Hurricane Katrina was the largest evacuation in the history of Louisiana. Many evacuees used
secondary and low volume roads as alternatives to congested freeways (Wolshon and McArdle,
2011). Proposed ways to cut down on evacuation clearance times and false alarm rates include:
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1) upgrading transportation infrastructure to quicken evacuation and response times, 2) improve
warning and communication systems, 3) educate the public on hurricane hazards to speed
response and prevent shadow evacuation, improve coordination across jurisdictional boundaries,
and 4) construct local flood-protect shelters (Regnier 2008).
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Chapter 3: Methods
3.1 Institutional Review Board Certification
Approval from the University of Alabama Institutional Review Board (IRB) was
necessary for this research. Approval for this research was granted in August 2011. The
certification of cite protocol 2501 requires that anyone conducting the study must complete the
NIH Human Participant Protections Education for Research Teams. The IRB also required that
the researcher submit a protocol that provides all parts of the survey including the consent and
contact information form, the recruitment script, and the actual survey to be sure that it is in
compliance with IRB rules and regulations.

3.2 Questionnaire Design
Five warning graphics based on hypothetical scenarios were created using ArcGIS 9.3
and Microsoft PowerPoint. Four of the five graphics depicted a hurricane impacting Pensacola,
FL using a re-creation of the Cone of Uncertainty. In these 4 graphics, storm intensity was held
constant while storm forward speed and path varied. Path and forward speed varied to determine
if respondents would recognize changes in each scenario. The fifth graphic designed after
Australia‟s warning graphic, which displays not only the track and predicted landfall area of the
storm, but also the forward speed, intensity, and wind field.
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Each of the scenarios depicted a Category 4 hurricane forecasted to make landfall in the
Pensacola area. The first graphic (Figure 4), Hurricane Pam, is depicted as a fast, NE tracking
storm. The second graphic (Figure 5), Hurricane Bam, is depicted as a slow, NE tracking storm.
The third scenario (Figure 6), Hurricane Sam, is depicted as a fast, NW tracking storm. The
fourth graphic (Figure 7), Hurricane Nam, is depicted as a slow, NW tracking storm. The fifth
graphic (Figure 8), Hurricane Kam, showed a fast, NW tracking storm. The fifth graphic was
used to see if evacuation decisions were significantly affected by the Australian graphic. Three
sets of these graphics were printed and laminated so that they could be shown to respondents
taking the survey.
The first part of the survey consisted of the recruitment script, consent and information
form, and questionnaire (Appendix A, pages 64-68). The questionnaire was composed of a short
section asking about demographic variables such as, zip code, gender, age, household size, and
length of residence in the Pensacola region. This was followed by seven yes/no questions about
what factors affect a person‟s hurricane evacuation decision, and five multiple choice questions
about factors people consider when deciding to evacuate. The second part of the survey consisted
of scenarios and road maps (Appendix A, pages 69-76). These maps were created using ArcGIS
9.3 and Microsoft PowerPoint. Each road map (Figure 9) displayed the major highways leading
out of the greater Pensacola area. All road maps included a question about the evacuation
destination for each particular scenario. Examples of all five scenarios and the road map are
found in Figures 4-9.
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3.3 Description of Graphics
Scenario 1: Hurricane Pam

Figure 4: The first scenario portrays a Category 4 tropical cyclone moving quickly with a
northeastern track. It is forecasted to make landfall in Pensacola, FL in two days.
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Scenario 2: Hurricane Bam

Figure 5: The second scenario portrays a Category 4 tropical cyclone moving slowly with a
northeastern track. It is forecasted to make landfall in Pensacola, FL in four days.
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Scenario 3: Hurricane Sam

Figure 6: The third scenario portrays a Category 4 tropical cyclone moving quickly with a
northwestern track. It is forecasted to make landfall in Pensacola, FL in two days.
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Scenario 4: Hurricane Nam

Figure 7: The fourth scenario portrays a Category 4 tropical cyclone moving slowly with a
northwestern track. It is forecasted to make landfall in Pensacola, FL in three and half days.
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Scenario 5: Hurricane Kam

Figure 8: The fifth scenario portrays a Category 4 tropical cyclone moving quickly with a
northeastern track. It is forecasted to make landfall in Pensacola, FL in a day and a half. This
graphic is similar to the Australian tropical cyclone warning graphic in that it also shows the
wind field, forward speed, and the category of the storm.
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Greater Pensacola area road map

Figure 9: The road map displayed major and minor highways located in the greater Pensacola
region as well as surrounding cities and towns. A road map was provided with each scenario.

3.4 Field Methods
After receiving IRB certification and approval, a research team traveled to the greater
Pensacola, FL area on two separate weekends in October 2011 to conduct surveys. A map of
survey locations is provided below (Figure 10). The research team visited high foot traffic areas
to conduct face-to-face, convenience sample surveys. Pensacola, FL was chosen due to its recent
hurricane activity in the past fifteen years. This area has a 6 year return interval for tropical
cyclones (Keim et al 2007). Since 1995, four major tropical cyclones (Erin (1995), Opal (1995),
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Ivan (2004), and Dennis (2005)) have made landfall in the greater Pensacola area. The first team
of researchers traveled to Pensacola (Figure 10, site A) and Pensacola Beach, FL (Figure 10, site
B). Over the course of two days, surveys were administered at a local restaurant, public beaches,
the Pensacola Beach public fishing pier, and a triathlon. A total of 48 surveys were collected on
this trip.
A second research team traveled to Gulf Shores, AL (Figure 10, site C), a small coastal
town west of the Alabama/Florida state border but within the greater Pensacola area. The
research team spent the first day surveying people at the 40th Annual National Shrimp Festival.
As opposed to the areas surveyed around Pensacola Beach, this area was more demographically
diverse, specifically in age and race. A total of 32 surveys were collected at this site. The
following day, the research team traveled to Perdido Key, FL (Figure 10, site D), a suburb of
Pensacola. At this location, surveyors targeted a city recreational park. This area was chosen
because of its family atmosphere and the guarantee that the crowd would be local. A total of 18
surveys were collected at this location.
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Figure 10: Study area survey sites, A: Pensacola, B: Pensacola Beach, C: Gulf Shores, and D:
Perdido Key, where surveys were administered.

3.5 Analysis
A total of 98 surveys were completed. First, descriptive statistical analysis was performed
on the data. Descriptive analysis was able to provide information about demographic
characteristics, evacuation variables, and evacuation impediments. Next, a contingency table
with a chi square statistic was used to analyze if selected evacuation route direction varied by
storm scenario. Using GIS, maps were created to visualize favored evacuation routes. Finally,
descriptive statistics were used to determine if residents preferred the alternative graphic used in
Scenario 5 opposed to the current NHC graphic.
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3.5.1. Qualitative Analysis
Age and gender of the respondents was analyzed first to determine how accurately the
sample represented the actual population of Pensacola. Age from the sample data was
categorized into ten year increments: 19-29, 30-39, 40-49, and 50 or greater. Ages 50 or greater
were grouped together because of the small sample size of respondents over fifty. A column
graph was created in Excel to visualize the age and gender distribution of the sample data . The
sample data was compared to information from the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau to compare the
demographics of the sample against the population of Pensacola. A table was created in Excel to
display the differences in percentages (Table 1).
ArcMap 9.3 was used to create a choropleth map to determine how many samples were
gathered from different zip codes in the greater Pensacola area (Figure 11). In Excel,
respondents‟ zip codes were grouped into 3 different categories based on response count: 1-3, 46 and 7-15. The Excel file was then joined to a zip code tabulation file in ArcMap 9.3 to create
the choropleth map. Zip code areas were assigned a color based on the number of respondents
from that zip code.
The second section of the survey consisted of seven yes or no questions asking about
different factors that influence evacuation behavior. Count data and percentages were used to
create a table to determine which factors may influence evacuation behavior. Count data was
used to create stacked column graphs to analyze what variables would keep respondents from
evacuating in the event of a tropical cyclone making landfall in the Pensacola area.


The first survey question that was analyzed for this section asked, If you wait to
leave until a mandatory hurricane evacuation is put into effect, what influences
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this decision the most?. Respondents could choose from the following answers:
family, job, financial, pets, forecast error, no impediments (abbreviated NA), not
evacuating, and other. When categorizing the responses for count data, the job
and financial variables were combined because the two are similarly related.


The second question asked, Does having a pet(s) and/or employment duties
influence whether you stay during a mandatory evacuation?. Answer options for
this question included employment, pets, no impediments (abbreviated NA), and
other. To analyze the responses, answers were categorized by age, gender,
household size, residence length, and experience with tropical cyclones. Age was
categorized by the 10 year increments 19-29, 30-39, 40-49, and 50 or greater.
Household size was categorized into the following categories: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5+
people. Residence length was broken down into 4 categories, less than 0-10 years,
11-20 years, 21-30 years, and over 30 years.



Finally, experience was broken down into two categories, experience and no
experience. If a respondent listed multiple impediments for a question, each
response was counted separately. The variables were placed along the x-axis to
display the number of respondents to in each category and response count was
placed on the y-axis to show how many respondents picked that variable.

GIS and Excel were used to visually categorize route selection popularity. Highways
highlighted by respondents on the road map section of the survey were tallied for each scenario
and joined with a highway database file. A table was created in Excel to show exactly how many
times a highway was selected for evacuation for each scenario. Next, a map was created in
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ArcMap 9.3 to visualize routes used for evacuation. Roads were color coded to show which were
the most popular.
Finally, responses were analyzed to determine if respondents preferred the alternative
graphic used in Scenario 5 (Hurricane Kam) to the current NHC warning graphic. Yes/No
answers were calculated into percentages using Excel and then a stacked column graph was
created to show preference by gender.

3.5.2 Quantitative Analysis
A contingency table with a chi-square test was used to determine if storm track influences
evacuation direction. Evacuation direction was divided into four categories, north, east, west, or
local (meaning respondent did not leave town). Next, the respondent‟s evacuation direction was
counted for each scenario. SPSS Version 19 was used to create a contingency table and perform
a chi-square test. Expected versus observed counts for each scenario were analyzed to determine
the significance of the relationship between storm tack and evacuation direction. Using the
contingency table, differences between the observed and expected count for each scenario were
calculated to analyze the variability of evacuation direction.
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Demographics
The survey sample does not accurately represent the demographics of Pensacola, FL,
most notably in age and gender. Table 1 compares the age and gender of the population against
the sample. The 19-29, 30-39, 40-49 age ranges were oversampled and an insufficient number
was collected from the 50 or older range. No one under the age of 19 was surveyed due to IRB
rules and regulations. The survey sample more accurately represents the gender distribution of
Pensacola, but has more females than the actual population. Ethnicity was not recorded on the
survey. The overwhelming majority of the sampled population was white with only a few
exceptions.

Figure 11: Gender and age distribution of respondents.
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Age
Population
Sample
Gender
Population
Sample

18 or <
22%
0%
Female
52.60%
56.12%

19-29
12%
33.70%
Male
47.40%
42.12%

30-39
11%
20.40%
Unknown
0.00%
2.04%

40-49
9.90%
20.40%

50-59
15.70%
19.40%

60 or >
24.40%
6.10%

Table 1: Demographics of population vs. demographics of sample (Source: U.S. Census Bureau
2010).

Figure 12 displays the spatial distribution of respondents by zip code. Respondent
locations ranged from Mobile to the Crestview and Fort Walton Beach area. Most of the
respondents resided in the southwestern portion of Pensacola, followed by Gulf Shores and
central Pensacola.

Figure 12: Number of responses in each zip code.
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4.2 Evacuation Variables
Seven yes or no questions were asked to determine what factors influence evacuation
behavior. The percentage of answers from all respondents is displayed in Table 2. Contrary to
what some researchers have found (Baker, 1991, Dow and Cutter, 1998, Lindell et al., 2005)
personal experience influences whether or not a respondent evacuates. A total of 77% of the
respondents replied „Yes‟ when asked if past experiences influence whether or not they evacuate.
When asked if they had ever evacuated for a hurricane and felt it was unnecessary, 65%
answered „No‟. Next, respondents were asked if they would evacuate for a voluntary evacuation
and then for a mandatory evacuation. Respondents were almost equally divided on their decision
to evacuate during a voluntary evacuation with 49% answering „Yes‟. The majority of
respondents (88%) said that they would leave during a mandatory evacuation. Additionally, the
majority of respondents (76%) said that warning graphics play a role in their decision to
evacuate.
Next, respondents were asked if the possibility of traffic congestion and delayed return
times influenced their decision to evacuate. Respondents were almost equally divided on these
factors. A total of 51% of respondents said that the possibility of traffic congestion does
influence their decision, which corresponds with findings by Zhang et al. (2007). Forty-three
percent of respondents said the possibility of not being able to immediately return home
influences their decision, which is similar to what Dash and Morrow (2002) found.
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Yes

No

Do your past experiences with hurricanes influence whether or not you evacuate?

77%

23%

Have you ever evacuated for a hurricane and felt it was unnecessary?

35%
49%
88%
76%

65%
51%
12%
24%

51%

48%

43%

57%

Would you leave in the event of a voluntary evacuation?
Would you leave in the event of a mandatory evacuation?
Do warning graphics play a role in your decision to evacuate?
Does the possibility of traffic when you leave town influence your decision to
evacuate?
Does the possibility of not being able to return to your home right after the storm
has passed influence your decision to evacuate?

Table 2: Qualitative response to evacuation behavior questions.

4.2.1 Why Residents Wait Until a Mandatory Evacuation
Stacked column bar graphs were used to portray what variables influenced people to wait
until a mandatory evacuation is ordered to evacuate. First, the demographic factors age, gender,
and household size were analyzed. When looking at variables by age (Figure 13), a considerable
amount of people in the 19-29 group (35%) selected that they would wait for financial reasons.
This could be because as a younger group, they have less job security and leverage. The 30-39
age group was more diverse in their answers and (33%) favored financial variables. The 40-49
group (35%) was most concerned about their family and most of the 50+ group of respondents
(30%) were most concerned about forecast error.
Gender (Figure 13) shows that 32% of males are most concerned with forecast error and
females were most concerned with both forecast error and financial variables, receiving 25% of
the responses for each variable. When looking at household size (Figure 14), single households
(45%) and households of five or more (35%) are most concerned about the financial variable.
Households with two people are equally concerned about forecast error and financial variables,
both with 23%. Households with three (33%) or four (28%) people in them are most concerned
about family variables.
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Figure 13: Variables that influence people (by age) to wait until mandatory evacuation is issued
to leave (left) and variables that influence people to wait to leave for a mandatory evacuation by
gender (right).

Figure 14: Variables that influence people to wait until a mandatory evacuation by household
size.
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Next, the variables that influence waiting until a mandatory evacuation were analyzed by
residence length (Figure 15) and tropical cyclone experience (Figure 15). Respondents who had
lived in the greater Pensacola, FL area for 0-10 years (32%) and 11-20 years (31%), stated that
the financial variable was the most important. Respondents who had lived in the area for 21-30
years were most concerned about forecast error (28%), and the majority of respondents who had
lived in the area 30 or more years were most concerned with the family variable (31%).
Respondents who had experienced a tropical cyclone before were most concerned about forecast
error, with 28%, followed by financial (24%) and family (18%). Respondents with no previous
tropical cyclone experience were most concerned about financial, with 33%, followed by not
evacuating (17%).
Other factors cited as to why respondents wait until a mandatory evacuation were the
category of the tropical cyclone, weather conditions, no utilities, traffic, length of drive, lodging,
and not being able to return home. A summary of the most common variable that causes a
respondent to wait until a mandatory evacuation to evacuate can be found in Table 3.
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Figures 15: Figure 15 displays factors that influence people to wait to leave for a mandatory
evacuation based on residence length (left) and variables that influence people to wait to leave
for a mandatory evacuation based on tropical cyclone experience (right).
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Variables That Explain Why Different Demographics Wait Until
A Mandatory Evacuation Summary
Respondent
Population
Age
19-29
30-39
40-49
50 or greater
Gender
Male
Female
Household Size
1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 people or more
Residence Length
0-10 years
11-20 years
21-30 years
30 or more years
Experience
With Experience
Without Experience

Most Common
Variable

Percentage of
Respondents

Financial
Financial
Family
Forecast Error

35%
33%
35%
30%

Forecast Error
Forecast
Error/Financial

32%
25% (each)

Financial
Forecast
Error/Financial
Family
Family
Financial

45%
23% (each)
33%
28%
35%

Financial
Financial
Forecast Error
Family

32%
31%
28%
31%

Forecast Error
Financial

28%
33%

Table 3: Variables that explain why different demographics wait until a mandatory evacuation
summary.

4.2.2 Evacuation Impediments
Stacked column graphs were also used to determine what variables impede different
respondent populations from evacuating during mandatory evacuation. First, impediments were
analyzed by the demographic variables age (Figure 16), gender (Figure 16), and household size
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(Figure 17). The majority of respondents in the age groups 19-29, 30-39, and 40-49 were
impeded by employment with 40%, 46%, and 42% of the selection, respectively. Respondents in
the 50 or greater age category were almost equally divided with the majority having no
impediments (36%) followed closely by employment (33%) and then pets (30%). When
analyzing impediments by gender, males (43%) and females (38%) agreed employment as the
main reason that they would not evacuate for a mandatory evacuation. Most respondents were
impeded by employment followed by pets for females (32%) and no impediments for males
(35%). For households with one (50%), three (44%), or four people (48%), employment is the
most common variable that would keep someone from leaving during a mandatory evacuation
(Figure 17). Employment is considerably more important than the other variables in that
category. In households of two (35%) and five (40%) or more, pets are the leading variable
against evacuation followed closely by employment.

Figures 16: Figure 16 displays evacuation impediment variables that keep residents from
evacuating in a mandatory evacuation by age (left) and evacuation impediment variables that
keep residents from evacuating in a mandatory evacuation by gender (right).
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Figure 17: Evacuation impediment variables that keep respondents from evacuation for a
mandatory evacuation by household size.

Next, variables that impede evacuation were analyzed by residence length and tropical
cyclone experience (Figure 18). For residence length categories less than 0-10 years (47%) and
over 30 years (44%), employment was the most common impediment against leaving for a
mandatory evacuation. In the 11-20 years category, pets were most commonly cited (37%) and in
the 21-30 years category responses were tied between employment and no impediments (35%
each) followed closely by pets (30%). For respondents with no experience with tropical
cyclones, employment was the most common variable as to why they would not evacuate during
a mandatory evacuation (50%). For respondents with tropical cyclone experience, all variables
were divided almost equally with the most common being employment (35%) followed by no
impediments (33%) and then pets (22%). The other variable cited as an evacuation impediment
besides employment and pets was concern about looters.
A summary of the main variables that would impede a respondent population to stay
during a mandatory evacuation can be found in Table 4.
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Figure 18: Figure 18 displays evacuation impediment variables that keep residents from
evacuating in a mandatory evacuation by residence length (left) and evacuation impediment
variables that keep residents from evacuating in a mandatory evacuation by tropical cyclone
experience (right).
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Variables That Impede Different Respondent Populations From Evacuating
During Mandatory Evacuation
Respondent Population
Age
19-29
30-39
40-49
50 or greater
Gender
Male
Female
Household Size
1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 people or more
Residence Length
0-10 years
11-20 years
21-30 years
30 or more years
Experience
With Experience
Without Experince

Most Common Impediment

Percentage of Respondents

Employment
Employment
Employment
No Impediments

40%
46%
42%
36%

Employment
Employment

43%
38%

Employment
Pets
Employment
Employment
Pets

50%
35%
44%
48%
40%

Employment
Pets
Employment/No Impediments
Employment

47%
37%
35% (each)
44%

Employment
Employment

50%
35%

Table 4: Variables that impede respondents from evacuating during a mandatory evacuation.

Statistics were performed to determine if there were significant differences in evacuation
impediments by gender, age, household size, residence length, and experience. After conducting
a chi-square test, no significant differences were found. Descriptive statistics were able to show
that financial and employment variables play a considerable role in all categories, especially for
younger respondents who are new to the greater Pensacola area.
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4.3 Evacuation Direction, Route, and Graphic Preference
4.3.1 Evacuation Direction Preference by Scenario
A chi-square contingency table (Figure 19) was created to determine if forecasted tropical
cyclone track influences evacuation route selection. Results show that there are significant
differences in route selection between scenarios (p-value: 0.05). This suggests that respondents
were considering forecasted track and storm specific scenarios when selecting their evacuation
route.

Figure 19: Chi-square formula.
Next, the difference between actual direction count and the expected value was calculated
for each scenario to determine which directions were favored based on storm track (Table 5). For
each scenario, north was the favored evacuation direction but secondary favored routes varied
between storms (Figure 20). Hurricane Pam (scenario 1, NE track, fast forward speed), showed
the most people traveling north, with 5.6 more people choosing a route going north than the
expected value. Hurricane Bam (scenario 2, NE track, slow forward speed) showed 4.8 more
people evacuating west. Hurricane Sam (scenario 3, NW track, slow forward speed) showed the
most people traveling east with 8.2 more people choosing eastern routes than any other scenario.
Hurricane Kam (scenario 5, NNW track, fast forward speed) showed most people either not
evacuating or staying in Pensacola with 8.4 more people choosing not to leave the greater
Pensacola compared to other scenarios. Hurricane Kam was used as a hypothetical Australian
graphic which showed the storm decreasing in intensity before landfall, albeit from a category 4
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to a category 3. These results further show that respondents were paying attention to hurricane
track, and also to intensity, when choosing their evacuation route. The majority of respondents
were choosing routes that traveled away from areas that the storm was forecasted to affect.

Storm

North

East

West

Local

Pam

5.6

-4.8

4.8

-6.6

Bam

1.6

-6.8

4.8

0.4

Sam

-4.4

8.2

-2.2

-1.6

Nam

-1.4

5.2

-2.2

-0.6

Kam

-1.4

-1.8

-5.2

8.4

Table 5: Route selection observed - expected for each scenario.

Respondents

Direction Count by Scenario
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

North
East
West
Local
Pam

Bam

Sam

Nam

Kam

Storm

Figure 20: Evacuation direction selected by respondents for each storm scenario: Hurricane Pam
(scenario 1, NE track, fast forward speed), Hurricane Bam (scenario 2, NE track, slow forward
speed), Hurricane Sam (scenario 3, NW track, fast forward speed), Hurricane Nam (scenario 4,
NW track, slow forward speed), and Hurricane Kam (scenario 5, NNW track, fast forward
speed).
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4.3.2 Route Selection
GIS and Excel were used to analyze which routes out of the greater Pensacola area were
favored for each scenario. An example of the maps that were created is provided below (Figure
21). Highway selection counts were similar for each scenario (Table 6). Routes absent from the
table were not selected by any respondents. For each scenario, Interstate 10, which runs east and
west through Pensacola, was the consistent popular choice, followed by Highway 29, a major 4lane highway, which runs north through Pensacola and connects to Interstate 65 north of Atmore,
Alabama. These results show that most people are using designated evacuation routes and not
seeking out alternative, secondary roads to evacuate the greater Pensacola area.

Figure 21: Evacuation route selections by respondents for Hurricane Pam.
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Routes
Hwy 189
Hwy 29
Hwy 41
Hwy 43
Hwy 45
Hwy 49
Hwy 59
Interstate 10
Interstate 65

PAM

BAM

SAM

NAM

KAM

0
19
3
0
1
2
11
32

0
19
3
1
1
1
11
31

0
15
3
1
0
1
9
39

0
16
6
1
0
1
9
34

1
15
3
1
0
1
8
28

8

7

9

6

5

Table 6: Respondent evacuation route selection for each scenario.

4.3.3 Alternative Graphic Preference
On the second weekend of surveying, respondents were asked if they preferred the
alternative graphic used for Hurricane Kam (scenario 5) better than the current warning graphic
used by the NHC, the Cone of Uncertainty. Respondents were instructed to provide qualitative
comments. Out of a sample of 32, 56% of the respondents said that they preferred the original
graphic. More women disliked the graphic while male preference was split evenly (Figure 22).
Comments about the alternative graphic can be found in Table 7. These results coincide with the
warning graphic survey conducted by the NHC after Hurricane Charley in 2004. The majority of
the respondents then also favored the current NHC graphic and stated that the alternative graphic
were difficult to understand.
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Figure 22: Alternative graphic preference based on gender.

Alternative Graphic Preference Comments
Positve Comments
“It has more information”
“[The alternative graphic] gives more certainty about
evacuation plans”
“It lets everyone know how much of the storm they will see”
Negative Comments
“[The alternative graphic] does not have as much information
[as the current NHC graphic]”
“It would displace too many people”
“[The alternative graphic is] not as easy to read as the cone”

Table 7: Alternative graphic preference comments.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

As populations continue to rapidly increase in coastal areas in the United States, more
people are exposed to hurricane hazards. Transportation infrastructure in many places along the
coast is not able to efficiently and quickly route people out of hazardous areas. In the past,
studies have failed to use spatial and temporal concepts to determine if evacuees are monitoring
tropical cyclone characteristics when making their evacuation travel plans. This research
examined four different objectives including what social variables influence personal evacuation
decisions of Pensacola, FL residents, whether or not forecasted factors, specifically storm track
and forward speed, influence tropical cyclone evacuation routes selection, what evacuation
routes out of the greater Pensacola, FL area are most preferred by residents, and if an alternative
hurricane warning graphic that provided more forecasted information was preferred by the
public. The results of this thesis found:
I.

None of the surveyed variables (financial, family size, employment, forecast
error, length of residence, or pets) significantly impede evacuation. However,
there was a trend in responses showing that younger people newer to the
greater Pensacola, FL area were likely to stay in the event of a mandatory
evacuation for financial and employment reasons.

II.

Results of this study show a significant difference in evacuation route
selection in different scenarios that varied in storm track and forward speed.
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Residents of Pensacola, FL are taking note of tropical cyclone forecasts and
planning their evacuation routes accordingly.
III.

The most popular route for evacuation in all scenarios was Interstate 10,
which runs east and west through Pensacola, FL. This was followed by
Highway 29, a four lane road that runs north through Pensacola, FL and joins
Interstate 65 just north of Atmore, AL. This suggests that people are intending
to follow major roads and advertised evacuation routes and not looking at
maps to seek out secondary highways that might not be as congested.

IV.

When respondents were asked if they prefer the current warning graphic from
the NHC or an alternative graphic with additional forecast information, the
majority of them preferred the current warning graphic issued by the NHC.
People who like the current warning graphic cited that they preferred it
because it was what they were used to or that the alternative graphic was too
difficult to understand. People who liked the alternative graphic said that they
liked it because it gave more information about the storm and it gave more
certainty about evacuation plans.

There are limitations to this study. First, the sample used in this study fails to accurately
represent the demographics of Pensacola, FL. The sample overcompensated for the ages 19-59
and failed to collect enough samples for people 60 and older. The percentage of women
surveyed was higher (men lower) than the current population of Pensacola. Ethnicity was not
recorded for this study but most of the respondents were white, which also does not accurately
represent the demographics of Pensacola. There was also no assessment of how many
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respondents in the sample were property owners or renters. This would be relevant to this study
because property owners are more likely to not evacuate in the event of a tropical cyclone.
Future research should include this factor to determine if there is a correlation between property
owners and respondents who said that they would not evacuate.
The biggest contribution of this study was determining that there is a significant
difference in evacuation direction when looking at tropical cyclone scenarios with different
tracks and forward speeds. By understanding how evacuees are choosing their evacuation
direction on a storm by storm basis, government officials can have better insight on how to
communicate with evacuees and manage popular evacuation routes. Future research on this
subject should include a larger and more demographically accurate representation of the
Pensacola, FL area. With a more firm understanding of evacuee behavior of Pensacola, FL
residents, this research could help form future evacuation plans used by Pensacola, FL
government officials.
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Appendix A: Study Questionnaire

Evacuation behavior under varying hurricane
intensity scenarios
Recruitment Script
The following questionnaire contains information regarding hurricane evacuation
decision making under varying hurricane intensity scenarios. Previous research has
shown that many people choose to evacuate or not evacuate based on personal risk
assessment. In this research we are attempting to determine if people respond to
changes in storm specific factors such as storm intensity, forward speed, and track. We
hope that the results of this research will provide emergency managers and planners
with vital information to assist them for future evacuation scenarios. If you choose to
complete the questionnaire you will help improve the evacuation process.. Participation
is not mandatory and you may decline to complete the questionnaire at any time during
the process. The questionnaire will not ask for the volunteering of any personal
information linking you to the completed questionnaire beyond the identification of your
home zip code, age, and gender. The total time for the questionnaires is about 5-10
minutes.
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Consent and Information Sheet for Survey Participants
Study Title:
Evacuation behavior under varying hurricane intensity scenarios
Principal Investigator:
Meganne Rockman (msrockman@crimson.ua.edu)
850-712-7153
Dept. of Geography, University of Alabama
Box 870322, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0322
Faculty Advisor:
Dr. Jason Senkbeil (jcsenkbeil@bama.ua.edu)
205-348-4942
Dept. of Geography, University of Alabama
Box 870322, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0322

You are being asked to take part in a research study. This study is called Evacuation behavior
under varying hurricane intensity scenarios. This research is being done by Meganne
Rockman, a graduate student at the University of Alabama. Ms. Meganne Rockman is being
supervised by Professor Senkbeil who is the academic supervisor for this study and a professor
of Geography at the University of Alabama. If you have any questions about this research,
please contact Meganne Rockman or Professor Senkbeil using the contact information listed
above.
What is this study about? What is the investigator trying to learn?
The purpose of this study is to survey the residents of Pensacola, Fl and surrounding
communities on their views of hurricane evacuation when faced with scenarios of varying
hurricane intensity and track and which routes they would take if they decided to evacuate in the
event of a hurricane making landfall in their area. Previous studies have analyzed hurricane
evacuation behavior but the purpose of this study is to see if evacuation behavior changes as a
function of storm intensity and storm track. This information can give insight to emergency
management officials when making preparations to warn, prepare, and protect the public in the
threat of a hurricane.
Why is this study important or useful?
Numerous previous studies have analyzed the reasons people do not evacuate from hurricanes.
This research will analyze why people evacuate from hurricanes. We will be analyzing how
people respond to variations in storm intensity, storm track, and storm forward speed in
forecasted warning graphics. Hopefully with answers to these questions we will understand
what storm specific factors motivate people to evacuate and possibly find ways to better
communicate with emergency managers and planners.

Why have I been asked to be in this study?
The only subjects used in this study will be the residents of Pensacola, FL and surrounding
communities that are least 19 years old. Anybody over the age of 19 is faced with decisions to
evacuate or not evacuate. Surrounding communities include Perdido Key, Fl and Gulf Breeze,
Fl, which are two towns located directly west and east of Pensacola on the coast.
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How many people will be in this study?
A sample size of about 400 hundred surveys will be collected.
What will I be asked to do in this study?
Respondents will be asked a short set of questions primarily to gather demographic information
and there will be no personally identifiable information. Then respondents will be shown five
hypothetical hurricane evacuation scenarios and they will be asked about their evacuation
intentions under each scenario.
The questions will be verbally read aloud to participants and the answers recorded by the
surveyor on a paper copy of the survey. They the participant will be shown four different
hurricane scenarios, each differing in track and forward speed. The participant will be asked to
highlight the route they would take evacuate in the event of each scenario on a map that is
provided to them and they will also be asked where they would be evacuating to.
How much time will I spend being in this study?
From obtaining consent for this study to completing it, this survey should take 5-10 minutes.
Will being in this study cost me anything?
The only cost to you from this study is your time.
Will I be compensated for being in this study?
You will not be compensated for being in this study.
What are the risks (dangers or harms) to me if I am in this study?
It is not possible to identify all potential risks in research procedures, but we have taken steps to
minimize any known risks. As a participant, the main risk you face is potentially experiencing
feelings of anger, frustration, sadness, etc. as we ask you questions regarding the threat of
hurricane hazards. We understand that previous hurricanes may have affected your life in
many serious ways, both personally and professionally.
What are the benefits (good things) that may happen if I am in this study?
There are no known immediate benefits to you for participating in this study. We hope that this
research will improve future hurricane evacuation events if a major hurricane makes landfall in
the Pensacola area.
How will me privacy be protected?
You will be interviewed one on one with a researcher. No one will be aware of your personal
answers besides the student researcher. You do not have to answer any questions you do not
feel comfortable answering.
How will my confidentiality be protected?
All information given will be confidential. Study data will only be accessible to the principal
investigator and faculty sponsorer. All surveys collected will be kept in the office of the faculty
sponsorer. No information can be tied back to the participants. They will only be asked their
age, gender, and zip code for demographic reason.
What are the alternatives to being in this study? Do I have other choices?
The alternative to being in this study is not to participate.
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What are my rights as a participant in this study?
Your participation in this research is voluntary and you will not receive any compensation for
participating. Feel free to stop at any time or refuse to answer any question.
Who do I call if I have questions or problems?
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant you may contact Ms.
Tanta Myles, The University of Alabama Research Compliance Officer at 205-348-8461 or tollfree at 1-877-820-3066.
You may also ask questions, make suggestions, or file complaints and concerns through the
IRB Outreach website at http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcome.html or email us at
participantoutreach@bama.ua.edu.
After you participate, you are encouraged to complete the survey for research participants that
is online at the outreach website or you may ask the investigator for a copy of it and mail it to
the University Office for Research Compliance, Box 870127, 358 Rose Administration Building,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0127.
I have read this consent form. I have had a chance to ask questions. I agree to take part in it. I
will receive a copy of this consent form to keep.
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What is your zip code? __________ GENDER: MALE / FEMALE

Age? _________

How many people live in your household? ______
How long have you lived in the Pensacola area? ________

YES

NO

Do your past experiences with hurricanes influence whether or not you
evacuate?
Have you ever evacuated for a hurricane and felt it was unnecessary?
Would you leave in the event of a voluntary evacuation?
Would you leave in the event of a mandatory evacuation?
Do warning graphics play a role in your decision to evacuate?
Does the possibility of traffic when you leave town influence your
decision to evacuate?
Does the possibility of not being able to return to your home right after
the storm has passed influence your decision to evacuate?
If you were to evacuate, how many vehicles would you/your family take?
____ONE
____TWO
____THREE
____FOUR OR MORE
____I WOULD TAKE PUBLIC/PROVIDED TRANSPORTATION
____I WOULD NOT EVACUATE
Does having a pet(s) and/or employment duties influence whether you stay during a mandatory evacuation?
_____EMPLOYMENT
_____PETS
_____BOTH
_____OTHER, explain
If you wait to leave until a mandatory hurricane evacuation is put into effect, what influences this decision the
most?
_____POSSIBILITY OF FORECAST ERROR
_____JOB
_____FAMILY
_____PETS
_____FINANCIAL
_____I WOULD NOT EVACUATE
_____OTHER, Explain__________________________________________________________________________
At what category would you considering evacuating?
_____TROPICAL STORM
_____CATEGORY 1
_____CATEGORY 2
_____CATEGORY 3
_____CATEGORY 4
_____CATEGORY 5
_____I WOULD NOT EVACUATE UNDER ANY SCENARIO
At what category would you definitely evacuate?
_____TROPICAL STORM
_____CATEGORY 1
_____CATEGORY 2
_____CATEGORY 3
_____CATEGORY 4
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_____CATEGORY 5
_____I WOULD NOT EVACUATE UNDER ANY SCENARIO

Figure 23: Hurricane Pam scenario.
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Figure 24: Hurricane Bam scenario.
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Figure 25: Hurricane Pam and Hurricane Bam scenario road map.
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Figure 26: Hurricane Sam scenario.
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Figure 27: Hurricane Nam scenario.
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Figure 28: Hurricane Sam and Hurricane Nam scenario road map.
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Figure 29: Hurricane Kam scenario.
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Figure 28: Hurricane Kam scenario road map.
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